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These five stages must then be repeated In the other
House, a Bill which originates in the Commons (as
most do) being sent aup," and a Bill from the Lords
sent "down." If the second House wishes to alter
the Bill, its amendments must be considered also In
the House where it originated and accepted there:
otherwise the Bill (except under the Parliament Act
procedure) still falls to the ground. If, however, It is
successful, at all these points within the limits of a single
Session (about a twelvemonth) the royal assent will
be declared by commissioners according to ancient
ceremonial, and the Bill at last becomes the law of
the land.
This description applies to all Public Bills., that is,
Bills concerning any general or public interest, but
their actual fate depends very largely upon a further
sub-division between Government Bills and Bills
which private members wish to bring forward. Under
the present system the latter are almost always crowded
out. One day a week, on an average, is the fraction of
parliamentary time set aside for their discussion, which
means that only a small selection of Private Members'
Bills, chosen by lot, come before the House at all. That
selection are discussed on Second Reading but rarely
get much further, especially if a Bill happens to be
introduced near the end of the session, when the
Government appropriates the private members' time
in order to rush its own business through, Indeed, the
only real profit that results from discussion of these
Bills is that sometimes the Government adopts them
and either allots additional time, so that they may be
passed, or reintroduces them as Government measures
in the following session. This is a great weakness of
the system, for private members' Bills often embrace

